[Research on Diagnosis Algorithm of Parkinson’s Disease Based on Speech Sample Multi-edit and Random Forest].
Parkinson’s disease(PD)diagnosis based on speech data has been proved to be an effective way in recent years.There are still some problems on preprocessing samples,ensemble learning,and so on.The problems can further cause misleading of classifiers,unsatisfactory classification accuracy and stability.This paper proposed a new diagnosis algorithm of PD by combining multi-edit sample selection method and random forest.At the end of it,this paper presents a group of experiments carried out with the newest public datasets.Experimental results showed that this proposed algorithm realized the classification of the samples and the subjects of PD.Furthermore,it achieved average classification accuracy of 100% and obtained improvement of up to 29.44% compared to those provided by the subjects.This paper proposes a new speech diagnosis algorithm for PD based on instance selection;and the method algorithm has a higher and more stable classification accuracy,compared with the other algorithms.